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About This Game

Maze of Pain - a game in the genre horror You will be in a terrible maze filled with monsters and death traps. Your task is to
collect bottles, or search for an exit.

LEVELS
20 fascinating levels. With each level, the complexity will increase more and more.

CONTROL
WASD-movement,

Left mouse button-fire
Right click mouse-aiming
F-selection of the subject

FEATURES:
❄ Excellent graphics

❄ High complexity that suits skill players
❄ Exciting levels

❄ Steam Achievements
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Title: Maze of Pain
Genre: Action, Adventure, Simulation
Developer:
tac1402
Publisher:
bogdanehi
Release Date: 6 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Core 2 Duo or higher

Graphics: DirectX11 Compatible GPU with 512 MB Video RAM

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English
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maze joy pain live. maze painting wall. maze mr pain podcast. maze pain joy. maze painting abstract. maze mr pain. maze of
pain steam. maze paint bucket. maze joy pain lyrics. maze of pain. maze pain and joy. maze of paint. lady of pain maze. stair
maze painting. maze paintball

I was EXTREMELY worried when purchasing this game for a number of reasons. It was .59 cents so thought "it wasn't too
much of a risk, I'll make a video and if its bad I'll just refund it"

All this game is: run through 20 different levels of mazes killing monsters, while finding the exit OR collecting the bottles
(emphasis on "OR" will be in the cons).

The title was very confusing, it was always "Maze of Pain", it still has that, but when adding to cart it now says "Monster
Defense", so whats the official name? It becomes very confusing.

Now to the Gameplay:

+Pros

- Graphics are not "excellent" as described on the page but they are good, no FPS drops and running a solid 280FPS with my
1080.

- Combat is SOLID, no glitches with your gun, the movement is a nice rhythmn, and aim and shoot works perfectly, also you
dont waste a whole clip taking down a monster, it only takes around 3 bullets. Movement is SOLID as well.

- Nice level design, each level maze is harder and longer with the obstacles, sometimes you can't hesitate you just have to GO.

-Don't have to worry about ammo or other guns to find (at least when I played), so you can just focus on
Monsters\/Obstacles\/Bottles\/Exit

- All this for 0.59 cents on sale, usually .99 cents.

+ Cons

- When you look down a long corridor, the wall dissappears and then populates when you get closer to it, sometimes you think
the corridor continues and then "nope".

- Music is good, but it is REALLY loud, there are no options to turn it down, or to even change graphic\/resolution settings.
While recording I had to take my headset off because I couldn't hear what I was saying.

- Here is my big pet peeve, at the beginning of each level it says "Find the exit OR collect the bottles". When you find all the
bottles you complete the level and you go back to the main menu to select the next one unlocked. Then...I found an exit while
only needing one more bottle, I completed the level but then it DID NOT unlock the next one. The "OR" gives the impression
that you complete whichever comes first. That needs to be cleared up a little more.

- It took a while but the F1 for controls I finally noticed, the walls are mostly bright so the text controls are not as transparent
and hard to see, you have to move to a darker portion of the walls in order to read. Darker text would be better.

- Not a lot of communication from the devs (In fact none), I posted a discussion when it didn't get released the first time just
asking for any updates. No response. No updates or annoucements about the status of the game. More involvement with the
community to answer questions and respond to bugs is essential for the community becaue we are spending money to buy the
game, and we want to play it, plus it shows that you care about your project.

All in all 7.5\/10 enough for a thumbs up for me, just released so hopefully the devs will do some patches that it needs. A great
buy for the price.

I made a video discussing what you just read, check out the gameplay and form your own opinions. At first I though I was going
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to refund but now I will keep it and play it more, a good game overall with potential.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=K_mFpVJN7Ns&feature=youtu.be
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